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Abstract - Glass fiber reinforced polyester composite materials are used for preferable structures in fan blades, wind turbine, 
land transportation and also in aerospace, military, and automotive industries, also in sports such as golf, fishing, skiing and 
in the naval industry. This specimen is made up of a combination of glass fiber and polymer matrix. This material is used to 
improve mechanical strength, resistance to damage from outside and inside and to maintain a fixed shape. We have 
developed a fatigue machine to test the fatigue limit of the specimen, we are applying a plane bending fatigue test on the 
specimen. The machine is used to take different Fatigue life ratio(S/N), and modal testing was conducted to determine the 
change in the modal parameters. Fatigues loading are tested for specific intervals to determine the fatigue life of the 

specimen. The change in the modal parameters provides proper means for predicting fatigue behavior of the specimen. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In recent years the use of polymeric and composite 

material are increasing for the structural part in the 

industry. These materials are used as an alternative 

instead of metallic materials because it provides low 

density, high strength, and rigidity. Nowadays the 

material is used depending upon its reliability and 

capacity to hold the maximum stress, and fatigue 

fracture of the material. The composite industry uses 

various types of resin (usually epoxy or polyester 
resin) and reinforced fibers usually fiberglass. The 

composite material is used for preferable structures in 

fan blades, wind turbine, land transportation and also 

in aerospace, military, and automotive industries, also 

in sports such as golf, fishing, skiing and in the naval 

industry. 

Fatigue has been recognized as a unique and 

independent failure process in composite material and 

metals for more than 100 years. In material science, 

fatigue is the weakening of materials (like metals and 

composites) caused by repeatedly applied loads. 
Fatigue failure occurs in metals and composite 

materials such as glass fibre, thermoplastic, glass 

fibre reinforced polyester, etc. Widespread studies of 

fatigue failure concluded that 90% of material 

failures are caused by fatigue. 

We are developing a fatigue testing machine to test 

the fatigue limit of the specimen, as per the fatigue 

limit of the specimen it can be further used for the 

required application. So here we are doing the testing 

of glass fiber reinforced polymer composite material. 

This specimen is made up of a combination of glass 

fiber and polymer matrix. This material is used to 
improve mechanical strength, resistance to damage 

from outside and inside and to maintain a fixed shape. 

This material comes in a wide variety of shapes; 

mats, roving, chopped strands, glass veil, and bands. 

This material is a cost-effective building material as it 

gives a concrete structure long lifespan without major 

maintenance. It is transparent to radio frequencies and 

electric frequencies. 

In this project, we are carrying out repeated bending 

test to determine the fatigue limit of the specimen. 

Applying cyclic bending moment which varies 

alternatively between a plus and minus side of the 

same magnitude to the plane perpendicular to that of 
the particular standard specimen. The load cell is 

used to record the bending moment other than any 

applying external force or moment. These testing 

machines shall be capable of counting the number of 

a cycle until the fatigue limit of the test specimen. 

The shape and dimension of the particular specimen 

depend upon the maximum bending moment and the 

maximum amplitude of fatigue testing machine and 

also depends upon the modulus of elasticity and 

thickness to be tested. The used of glass fiber 

reinforced polymer (GFRP) is used because these 
materials subjected to the fatigue load is very 

complex due to non- homogeneous and anisotropic 

properties. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The literature review is presented in this section, 

 

M. Abo-Elkhier et al. [1] has proposed the 

explanation to investigate the capability of the non-

destructive tool to characterize and quantify the 

fatigue limit of the specimen. The explanation of the 
material used for the specimen, need of using this 

material for the test. The used of electromagnetic 
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shaker which gives the signal to the force transducers 

to measure the excitation of the force signal. This 
response and excitation of the specimen are measured 

by connecting multi- channel signal analyzer for 

analysis and conditioning of the signal. The use of 

DIFA software is made to collect, analyze and to 

display the signal data. 

 

G. Di Franco et al. [2] have proposed the specimen 

used for testing, its mechanical properties and 

different application of the selected material. The 

fatigue testing machine is divided into three different 

modules, such as the control module, modification of 

loading condition and data acquisition module. There 
are two types of load cell are used aluminium load 

cell which carries the load up to 50N and steel load 

cell which carries the load up to 200N. The four 

electrical strain gauge load cell of resistance 350 

ohms. The aluminium load cell weight is 25g and 

steel load cell weight is 59.9 g. The data obtained 

from the load cell is given to the strain indicator, then 

to digital- analog connector and given to the 

computer; the Lab view software records the input 

signal and displays the graph. 

 
Pritam.V.Kulkarni et al. [3] have proposed the 

explanation of the fatigue life prediction of the 

specimen in- plane bending with different 

orientations (0 degree, 45 degree and 90 degree). The 

different factors affect the fatigue life of specimens is 

given. The experimental test consists of a cantilever 

type structure instrumented impact hammer, FFT 

analyzer and user interface. The user interface records 

the graphical response of the beam. The vibration 

response of the specimen recorded by the 

instrumented impact hammer these data is passed 

through the data acquisition system. 
 

C. Ghielmetti et al. [4] has proposed the setup of 

fatigue testing machine consists of electro-

mechanical shake, a load cell, controller and 

dedicated Lab view software and the system is 

developed for home built electromagnetic fatigue 

machine. Here specimen used is metallic structure flat 

specimen by applying cyclic force at a constant 

frequency and designed for higher frequency 

application. The Piezoelectric load cell of 2.5 KN 

these applied force is given to it controller unit and 
then to the Lab view software, the graph of frequency 

and amplitude of continuous varying is calculated and 

the test can be automatically stopped when specimen 

broken. 

 

Andrew Gilman et al. [5] have proposed that the user 

of load cell, strain gauge, and load cell amplifier, the 

weight measurement method based on the impact on 

the object by the load cell. 

Ivan Muller et al. [6] have proposed the use of load 

cell in different fields, the basic elements, and 

electronics necessary for the measurement and 

development of 3-ring spherical load cell. Also, they 

have explained the strain gauge working principle, 
the spring element, and different types of spring 

element how to measure the force. The need for 

signal conditioning, different other load cell and 

development of new sphere-shaped load cell.  The 

problems related using single strain gauge, so the 

requirement of four strains gauge by forming 

Wheatstone bridge. 

 

Jack McAlorum et al. [7] design and implementation 

of low-cost small-scale fatigue testing machine the 

design is module using FEM software. The 

representation of S-N curve is explained which 
determine fatigue limit of the material. The Goodman 

relation to find out the fatigue limit of the curve. 

 

PCB load & torque div. [8] typical application of load 

cell, and working of the load cell. Strain gauge basis 

and proper explanation of working of strain gauge 

using Wheatstone bridge. Output and sensitivity of 

the load cell. The criteria required for the selection of 

load cell and the error analysis of the load cell. 

 

Brain Dunn [9] has proposed that the use of common 
load cells for shape-specific application such as 

pancake, load button, thru-hole ring, load beam, s-

type, and rod. Different output option and optional 

feature. Different load cell measurement technology 

of strain gauge load cell, piezoelectric load cell and 

pressure load cell. The output characteristics of load 

cell. 

 

III. OBSERVATIONS AND REMARKS 

 

From the literature review conducted following 

research issues are identified, the general fatigue 
testing of fibre reinforced composite materials is a 

quite complex phenomenon and a large effort is being 

spent on it. Less number of fatigue life prediction 

models is available on composite materials. Majority 

of the research work is related to the tension-tension 

fatigue and tension-compression fatigue but less work 

is reported in bending fatigue life estimation. The 

system is to investigate the experimental modal 

analysis of non destructive tool. The reading of the 

load cell is required to be very accurate and sensitive. 

The graph across the stress amplitude and number of 
cycle should be calculated by using data acquisition 

system and proper accuracy is required. The 

capability of the adjustable shape and frequency of 

adjustable loading cycle applied. The data acquisition 

system should validate the long- term testing 

capability of the machine. 

 

IV. FATIGUE TESTING MACHINE (FTM) 

 

The block diagram of the set up required for fatigue 

life estimation of composites in-plane bending is 

shown in Fig. 1.  
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Fig.1. Block diagram of the experimental setup 

 

The machine consists of three modules, 

 

THE FIRST MODULE (CONTROL MODULE): 
this module generates a sinusoidal movement. When 

the power supply is on, here the supply of 220/200 V 

and frequency of 50/ 60 Hz. The power supply is 

given to the motor which starts at a frequency of 5 Hz 

to 25 Hz, as the motor rotates in a circular manner is 

converted into oscillating motion by using eccentric 

cam. The specimen to be tested is stuck to the rigid 

frame from one end and stressed by connecting rod at 

another end. The number of cycles is monitored by 

using a proximity sensor. 

THE SECOND MODULE (OR FORCE 
CALCULATING): Then the user of the load cell is 

done, the load cell is nothing, but a transducer that is 

used to create an electrical signal whose magnitude is 

directly proportional to the force being applied. Load 

cells are mainly used to measure weight in our day-

to-day life. There are different types of load cells, 

most of which are; strain gauge load cells, hydraulic 

load cells, pneumatic load cells, capacitive load cells, 

etc. In this project, we will be using a strain gauge 

load cell. 

THE THIRD MODULE (DATA ACQUISITION 
MODULE):  In these load values are monitored and 

registered by adequate data acquisition system during 

experimental stress. The whole system consists of a 

load cell, a strain indicator, a digital-analog 

connector, and a computer. The special software is 

required to display the graph of S-N diagram 

(Applied fatigue stress to a number of cycle failure), 

the graph of the load cell, fatigue limit of the 

specimen, etc. The software used is Lab view 

software, Simulink software of Matlab, DIFA 

software and LoadVUE software for high-speed 

plotting and logging of data. 

 

V. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SETUP 

 

The specifications of the Set up to be developed are 

as given below, 

 

Bending Moment -30 to +60N.m 

Repeated Bending 0 to +-30N.m 

Moment 

Mean Bending Moment 0 to 30N.m 

Static Bending Angle (-12) to +24 

Dynamic Bending 

Angle 
-+12 

Digital Display Digits 

Moment 

4 digits (-30.00 to 

+60.00) 

Moment 4 digits (-15.00~+30.00) 

Frequency 4 digits (0~1500cpm) 

Power Supply Single phase 1kVA 
Fig.2. Specification of the setup. 

 

VI. OBJECTIVES 

 

The main objective of the project is to measure load 

on bending moment of the specimen on the load cell. 
The data acquisition of the load cell output values and 

plot the graph of the acquired load cell value. 

 

VII. EXCEPTED OUTCOMES 

 

To measure the load applied on the load cell by 

applying bending moment, and the data acquisition of 

the load value. To plot the graph of the load cell value 

and also the graph of Stress Vs No of cycles (S/Nf). 

 

VIII. SCOPE OF WORK 
 

As this project is sponsored by Sanjay Ghodawat 

Group of Institutions, the basic design of the setup 

and the specifications are followed as per the 

requirements. As the design from a strength point of 

view is already done and the detailed first design is 

available therefore the dissertation work is focused at 

applying the principles of Design for Manufacturing 

and Assembly (DFMA) to the existing design as it is 

required to be produced in a single unit. Only the 

mechanical components design and assembly is done 

separately by another group. The electronics design 
for controls, measurements and data acquisition 

system are considered for this work. Though the 

setup is designed for the fatigue life analysis of 

Carbon Fibre Composites, and Glass Fibre 

Composites, we are working for Glass Fibre 

Composite material. 

 

IX. CONCLUSION 

 

In this project, we are developing a fatigue testing 

machine to test the fatigue limit of the specimen in-
plane bending. The specimen is made of Glass Fibre 

Reinforced material this composite material is used 

for preferable structures in fan blades, wind turbine, 

and land transportation. Applying cyclic bending 

moment which varies alternatively between a plus 

and minus side of the same magnitude to the plane 

perpendicular to that of the particular standard 

specimen. The specimen which is used of different 

orientations of 0, 45 and 90 degrees.  The data of load 

cell and no. of cycles is acquired and graph of (S/Nf) 
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is being drawn to determine the fatigue level of a 

different specimen with different orientations. 
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